. Chinese Iron Buddha. (Fendos 2016) . See Appendices 1, 2, and 3-4 for close-up views
Style of Iron Buddha
The statue is best described as a 'seated Buddha' and shares many of the characteristics of Fong Chow's 'Stage 3' Seated Buddha sculpture style, which dates to the Northern Qi (550-577) and Northern Zhou (577-581) periods (Chow 305) (Figure 2 ). The body is round and solid, the right shoulder bare, the rest of the body covered with a garment that has ridges or incised lines, perhaps suggesting pleats. The head is topped with curled 'snail like hair' and the intelligence bump (hair knot?). And the semi-circular face is more characteristic of the Sui Dynasty (Stage 4) than the thinner face of the Longmen style (Stage 2) or the more elongated and oval face of the Tang Dynasty (618-907) style (Stage 5). The hands seem to be a less-than-complete variation of the 'Wheel of Dharma' hands often associated with the Buddha Vairocana, which originated in 4 th century Kashmir and flourished in early Tang Dynasty (618-907) China (Figure 3 ). While the halo behind the seated Iron Buddha is in some ways similar to the outer edges of the background halo/mandorla found in a Yungang Buddha s t e l e that goes back as far as the late 5 
Iron Buddha Inscription
A thirty-one character inscription written in clerical style (Li shu 隸書) can be found on the back of this Iron Buddha (see Figure 7 and Appendix 4). Confucianism was in decline during the late Northern & Southern Dynasties and Sui Dynasty periods, knocked from its position of dominance by both Daoism and Buddhism. As a result, many scholars probably turned to Daoist and Buddhist temples to satisfy their needs both for personal development and to make a living. If this piece can be dated to the late 6 th century, then one might naturally assume that it was one of those very scholars who authored the Chinese characters used to make this inscription.
www.ccsenet.org/ach Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018 As to whether there is ample evidence to date this piece that far back-all told some 1,400 plus years ago-the content of this inscription suggests a strong affirmative. In fact, after looking closely at the dates mentioned in the inscription, along with the name of the person who appears to have commissioned the Iron Buddha, it is this author's opinion that we can demonstrate this piece did, indeed, originate at the beginning of the Sui Dynasty, and can be classified the Stage 3 Seated Buddha sculpture style mentioned in 2.2 that it seems to fit. The three separate sexagenary elements in the Iron Buddha inscription, following the order they are introduced in the Chinese version of the inscription, are the XinChou year (Note 9), the GengChen 1 st day of the fourth month (Note 10), and the BingShen 17 th day of the third month. As Appendix 5 shows, the Buddhist Studies Authority Database gives the first year (Note 11) of Sui Dynasty Emperor Wen's reign period, Kai Huang (581-600), as a XinChou year (running from March 6, 581, to February 10, 582, in the Western/Gregorian calendar). And the 1 st day of the fourth month of that year is listed as a GengChen day. However, the BingShen day in the third month is listed as the 16 th , not the 17 th , with the 17 th listed as a DingYou day. According to this reconstructed calendar, then, something is amiss, as the last of the three sexagenary dates in the Iron Buddha inscription does not match up.
Not as easy to read as the Buddhist Studies Authority Database, Chen Yuan's tables equate the first year of the reign of the Sui Dynasty 'Kai Huang' Emperor with the thirteenth year in the reign of the Chen Dynasty (557-581) 'Tai Jian' Emperor (Emperor Xuan, r. 569-581), also a XinChou year (Appendix 6, #1), which Chen Yuan clearly lists as the year 581 in the Western calendar (Appendix 6, #2). And the 1 st day of the fourth month of that year is given as a GengChen day (Appendix 6, #3 The two days of the month found in this inscription clearly had some significance to the person who commissioned the Iron Buddha. If one were to speculate, logic and an understanding of how and why such an icon was made might lead to the assumption that the earlier date, the BingShen day said to correspond with the 17 th day of the third month, was the day when the Iron Buddha was commissioned or made, and the latter date, the GengChen day given as the 1 st day of the fourth month-all told some forty-three days later (Note 17)-was the day when the Iron Buddha was (to be) dedicated. However, what is the significance of the one-day difference between the day of the month given for the BingShen day in this inscription and that found in the two reconstructed calendars? There are several possible explanations. Perhaps those reconstructed calendars are not correct. Maybe the person who commissioned this Iron Buddha made a mistake when calculating the dates. Or maybe this same person was following another, perhaps now lost, calendar. Which of these possibilities might be closest to the truth starts to become clearer when we look at the name of the person who commissioned the Iron Buddha, and the other areas of interest it opens up.
Name of Person in Inscription
The name of the person who appears to have commissioned the Iron Buddha is given as Ju Zhangfo, the last or family name first, followed by the given name. Ju was a not uncommon family name since ancient times and does not offer much to work with. However, the same cannot be said for the given name, ZhangFo. The first character in this given name (長) was often pronounced zhang (third tone) when used to indicate a person was the eldest son in a family. When pronounced as chang (second tone) it could also have been used to mean "profound" or "permanent." However, a similar name found on another Buddhist piece of sculpture from the same period, a Sui Dynasty Stone Guanyin, suggests that this character, while pronounced zhang (third tone), might have meant something else, perhaps "increase," but more likely something like "uphold" or "advocate"-as in "to uphold/advocate Buddhism" (if we add the second character in the given name, Fo, meaning Buddhism). What suggests a connection between this Sui Dynasty Iron Buddha and the Stone Guanyin is more than just a similarity between names, though. Both pieces also use the exact same three sexagenary calendar dates in their respective inscriptions.
Comparison with Other Figures

Sui Dynasty Stone Guanyin
The Sui Dynasty Stone Guanyin mentioned in 3.2 is located in the Detroit Institute of Arts (Figure 8 ). Information on this piece presented in Jin Shen's Chinese-language work Picture-Record of Buddhist Sculpture of Past Dynasties describes it as made of limestone and being 91.4 centimeters (36 inches) tall and 28.6 centimeters (11.25 inches) wide (Jin Shen #227, 516) . The Fact Sheet (Note 18) for the Stone Guanyin prepared by the Detroit Institute of Arts adds that it had "traces of gilt and polychrome," and that it was a "Standing male figure dressed in a long gown embellished with jewels…wearing an elaborate crown and raising its right hand in gesture of greeting (or benediction?)." It has an inscription consisting of 83 characters at its base ( Figure 9 ), though Jin Shen gives 84 characters, meaning he thought that one character may have been mistakenly omitted in the original engraving (Jin Shen 516) . Both in size/weight and the number of characters in the inscription, the Stone Guanyin is much larger than the Iron Buddha. Unlike the Iron Buddha, the increased number of characters in the inscription makes it relatively easy to ascertain the reason for commissioning this particular piece, with the first half of the inscription up to the fortieth Chinese character following a narrative style that gives two specific dates (Note 19), along with the name of the person who had the piece commissioned, the title of the dedicatee, and the kind of icon created; while the second half is organized into four-character phrases that constitute a prayer-like entreaty for the dedicatee. As is apparent from even a cursory reading of this translation, the Stone Guanyin inscription served to commemorate the death of Ju ZhangRu's Father, wishing him well in the next life, be that in one of the Buddhist after-worlds or as a reborn human in this one. However, it also shines some light on three other things that can help us better understand the Iron Buddha.
1) The name Ju ZhangRu is very similar to the Iron Buddha name Ju ZhangFo. Both have the same family name, as well as the same first character for their given names. In addition, the second characters for each given name can be seen as complementary opposites, or at the very least opposing systems of thoughtConfucianism (Note 29) and Buddhism. Assuming, as was done with the name for Ju ZhangFo, that the second character zhang does not mean "elder," but "advocate," would demonstrate a clear parallel structure in the two names based on the meanings of their characters, something very common in the names of siblings from the same family, with Ju ZhangRu's given name then meaning "to advocate Confucianism." Accordingly, even though the use of the character zhang in both names shows that it was not used in Ju ZhangRu's name to indicate he was Ju ZhangFo's elder brother (Note 30), the names still do suggest these two people were brothers (Note 31). Additionally, in the period of disunion in China which followed the fall of the Han Dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE), when Confucianism had declined to be replaced by or at least rivaled by Daoist or rising Buddhist ideas, these names could also be seen as reflective of the changing times.
2) Judging from the difference in size of both the sculptures and their inscriptions, one can assume that Ju ZhangRu, who commissioned the larger Stone Guanyin, was probably the elder brother. 3) The use of the same three sets of sexagenary characters in the inscriptions from both the Iron Buddha and the Stone Guanyin might lead one to believe that the one-day difference with reconstructed dynastic calendars as concerns the BingShen day of the third month, though not an inadvertent mistake, was perhaps still a mistake, one caused by a common lack of understanding of the calendar the creators of the icons had before them. However, as will be seen below, even that supposition does not seem to fit the facts.
Stone Guanyin and Iron Buddha: Significance of Inscription Dates
Most scholars seem to agree that the Stone Guanyin was indeed a Sui Dynasty work. However, a good number believe the inscription on the Stone Guanyin might not have been. Unfortunately, they simply say it could have been a "later addition" or it "was not original," not really clarifying when it might have been added. Their reasoning, which can be found on the Stone Guanyin Fact Sheet prepared by the Detroit Institute of Arts, follows two main lines. On the one hand is Yutaka Fujioka, professor of art history at Osaka University and specialist in Chinese Buddhist sculpture, who "questioned the authenticity of the inscription on this work because Sui inscriptions typically started on the proper right side." While on the other hand is a group of scholars led by Stanley Abe, associate professor in the Department of Art, Art History, and Visual Studies at Duke University, and specialist on Chinese sculpture. Professor Abe points out that the "inscription begins below the damage on the proper upper left corner…indicating that the inscription is likely not original." Neither of these arguments seems all that convincing.
As concerns Professor Yutaka, it is unclear exactly what data his contention is based on. As Table 2 shows, in looking at 132 works of art found in Jin Shen's Picture-Record of Buddhist Sculpture of Past Dynasties, works which span a 183-year period from 534 to 717, there are numerous examples of inscriptions on pieces of sculpture that clearly begin in or near the proper upper left corner, not the proper upper right-hand corner. Those pieces come from six dynasties, starting with the first year of the Eastern Wei and ending 100 years into the Tang, dating, therefore, from before, during, and after the Sui Dynasty, and suggesting that engraving proper left to proper right was a common practice during this time. Professor Abe's position is puzzling. Looking at the inscription on the Stone Guanyin, it is obvious that the characters in the proper lower left and proper lower right corners were engraved on this piece before the damage to those parts occurred-which is why parts of the characters in those two places have worn away somewhat. However, what real evidence is there that the first character in the proper upper left corner was engraved on the Stone Guanyin after the damage in that area (Note 34)? Frankly, the indentation of the first character in that area is not all that different from the indentation of the first character on the Iron Buddha. And as unlikely as it may seem, especially in light of the fact that most such frontal inscriptions do indeed seem to fit high up and square in the corners, maybe it was an intentional artistic feature. After all, would an engraver trying to work around any damage in the proper upper left corner really have done it in this manner? Would not a good engraver, working with a sculptor, have found it easy to smooth out most of the damaged imperfections and then centered the Chinese characters on the clean flat surface in such a way as to create a more aesthetically pleasing sculpture with an inscription that fit tightly into the corners-if he so wanted to? And even if we accept Professor Abe's position, who is to say when the damage occurred? Right after the Stone Guanyin was carved, 10-20 years later, or much later? Which leads to the next question: assuming the piece was commemorated on the day in the inscription (Note 35), why would someone who was having a piece of sculpture made have the date commemorating it engraved www.ccsenet.org/ach Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018 after the date it was commemorated? (Note 36) But most important of all, the idea that the Stone Guanyin inscription might have been a later addition seems to overlook some of the evidence in the inscription itself, evidence that appears to date it right around the beginning of the Sui Dynasty. Three things in particular stand out.
1) The thirteenth and fourteenth characters in the Stone Guanyin inscription, the characters translated as "third month," are written together, in one space. It is possible that these two characters were squeezed together because the engraver miscalculated the spacing when engraving the characters, or simply forgot a character, and tried to make up for it in this manner (by going back and adding the character for 3). However, writing two characters together in this manner, something called "combined characters," was a not uncommon practice in earlier forms of writing found on oracle bones, bronze pieces, and steles, similar, perhaps, to writing "3 months" as "3-months" in English (Note 37), and was not part of any writing convention, but left totally up to the writer/engraver (Note 38). It is less commonly found in writing as late as the Sui Dynasty, can be seen as a continuation of that older tradition (Note 39), and is thus less likely to be something added or used at an even later date.
2) The same general format and some of the phrases in the inscription for the Stone Guanyin can be found in other pieces of Buddhist sculpture from before, after, and during the Sui Dynasty. In fact, when looking at the 132 pieces examined in creating Table 2 , one can find the same two parts alluded to in 4.1 in many of the inscriptions: a short, initial, formulaic-narrative description; and a prayer-like entreaty passage that follows this description, a passage whose constituent four-character phrases were very probably part of a store of stock expressions from the era.
Leaving out any explanation of the dates for now, in the Stone Guanyin that initial formulaic-narrative description can be seen as following the pattern given in Figure 10 -using the same or similar terms and expressions as found in other inscriptions from the period (see Tables 3-7 ). As for the four-character phrases used in the entreaty portion of the Stone Guanyin inscription, there are 44 such characters organized in a very neat, parallel structured 4-4, 4-4, 4-4, 4-4, 4, 4-4 pattern. Table 8 demonstrates that a good number of inscriptions from this period also have either short or longer well-developed four-character groupings, most of which are part of the entreaty, and many of which consist of the same or similar stock expressions (those inscriptions with apparent stock expressions marked in bold). Finally, as Table 9 shows, many of these four-character groupings are also directly preceded by the character yuan 願, which signals the beginning of the entreaty-with such a use of this character apparently being more common with pre-Sui Dynasty inscriptions. Western Wei (535-557) #180 (547).
Northern Qi (550-577) #189 (552), #194 (555).
Northern Zhou (557-581) #205 (561), #207 (563), #214 (567), #217 (570).
Sui Dynasty (581-618） #230 (583), #244 (600).
[Early] Tang Dynasty (618-907) #258 (663).
www.ccsenet.org/ach Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018 28 3) One could, of course, argue that the data in Tables 2-9 shows the Stone Guanyin inscription, while corresponding in many ways with other Sui Dynasty inscriptions, also matches inscription patterns from the period before the Sui Dynasty-or as Professor Stanley Abe might want to argue, after the Sui Dynasty, perhaps in the Early Tang. But when we turn our attention to the sexagenary dates in the Stone Guanyin inscription, doubts one might still have about dating the Stone Guanyin inscription to the Sui Dynasty may begin to fade somewhat. Because as this author sees it, there seem to be only two ways to explain the oneday discrepancy between the third sexagenary dates found in the Iron Buddha and the Stone Guanyin and those same dates as listed in the Buddhist Studies Authority Database and Chen Yuan's tables-one of which suggests an early Sui Dynasty point of origin.
a. The first theory posits the possibility that the Buddhist Studies Authority Database and Chen Yuan's tables are wrong. Unfortunately, I was able to find only one example where this could be argued, and it was a forced argument at that, one in which some liberty had to be taken in ordering months by assuming that the 17 th day of the 3 rd month was indeed a BingShen day and then looking for a way in which that would be possible. As Table 10 shows, such a case was possible to make by looking at Chen Yuan's tables, specifically Chen Yuan's sexagenary dates for the first days of months under the Chen Dynasty, some of which run parallel to the Sui Dynasty in his tables. We start by looking at the year 581 of Chen Yuan's " Table on (581) is given as RenWu, and the shuo day for the second month is given as XinHai. Then, if we take the third month under the Chen Dynasty (the month listed by Chen Yuan as having a GengXu shuo day) as the intercalary month, not the XinSi month listed as such by Chen Yuan (Appendix 6, #10), and count forward from the XinHai day to the GengXu day, a total of 59 days (Note 47), keeping in mind that the 17 th day of the third month must be a BingShen day, we can see that the second month would have 29 days, and the first day of the 30-day third month would be a GengChen day. Continuing on a little more, if the intercalary 3 rd month had 29 days, then the first day of the 4 th month would be a GengChen day, also corresponding with both the Iron Buddha and the Stone Guanyin (as well as the Buddhist Studies Authority Database and Chen Yuan's tables). This is indeed a somewhat round-about way of trying to make the 17 th day of the third month a BingShen day, and does not even incorporate any specific known dynastic calendar-it does incorporate elements of the Chen Dynasty calendar, though it twists them too much. Actually, as the second theory demonstrates, it is unlikely the Ju Family brothers would have used a Chen Dynasty calendar anyway. Their allegiances seem to have been elsewhere. b. The second theory assumes that a different calendar was being referenced. Though I have not found any direct evidence to support such a position, as it turns out, when cataloging the dates of many of the Buddhist pieces examined in Tables 2-9 , there are a number of sexagenary dates that do not correspond with those in either the Buddhist Studies Authority Database or Chen Yuan's tables-and most of them come from one dynastic period. A look at those dates clarifies the data.
A total of 94 different dates can be found in the 132 pieces looked at in Tables 2-9 . Fifty-three of those dates are written using some variant of 'reign year / month / day' without any sexagenary elements (e.g., #232 [584] , Kai Huang sinian qiyue shiwuri 開皇四年七月十五日 "4 th year of the Reign Period Kai Huang, the seventh month, the 15 th day"). The remaining 41, as Table 11 shows, are written using some variant of 'reign year / month / day,' but with these calendar terms at times being placed in the sexagenary system of dating (e.g., #153 [537] Not all the inscription dates in Table 11 were easy to decipher due to the poor quality of some of the engravings. There was, then, some guess work involved in reading them, with some characters, as a result, simply omitted in Jin Shen's transcriptions. Those questionable readings are followed by a [?] . In addition, some of the sexagenary dates given are actually wrong, the result of either Jin Shen apparently incorrectly reading the inscriptions or perhaps because of mistakes made in the original engravings by those originally commissioning the pieces. These examples are followed by an asterisk and corrected (Note 52). However, there are four dates (Note 53) which are apparently not the result of mistakes that can be easily corrected, and do not fit into either the Buddhist Studies Authority Database or Chen Yuan's tables. These four dates, which are red bolded in Table 11 , all come from the same dynasty, the Northern Zhou (Note 54). Interestingly enough, as Chen Yuan points out (Appendix 6a, #1) and historical texts have long shown, in 581 it was the Northern Zhou dynasty that handed over its kingdom to the Sui (Sui shu 1.12-13). Is it possible that in the early Sui Dynasty some variation of a dynastic calendar from the Northern Zhou was still being used in places and this is the reason for the discrepancy in the dates of the Stone Guanyin and the Iron Buddha (Note 55)?
www.ccsenet.org/ach Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018 To be sure, it is difficult to make iron-clad conclusions about elements of the above-mentioned four dates in the Northern Zhou Dynasty inscriptions, something necessary to make it easier to believe that a different dynastic calendar that had been used in the Northern Zhou-and into the early years of the Sui Dynasty-was the cause of discrepancies in sexagenary dates in some icon inscriptions when those dates are compared with the dates found in the reconstructed Buddhist Studies Authority Database or Chen Yuan's tables (this different dynastic calendar being the one that the sexagenary dates of the Stone Guanyin and Iron Buddha are based on). However, at the very least these discrepancies stand as clear evidence that the sexagenary dates in the Stone Guanyin and Iron Buddha are not alone in being different from those reconstructed calendars. They also suggest that more work probably needs to be done in looking closer at sexagenary dates in inscriptions and what they tell us about the dates of the icons they are found on (Note 56).
Stone Guanyin and Iron Buddha: Conclusions of Comparison
The sexagenary dates on the Stone Guanyin hint at an underlying difference with more established or reconstructed dynastic calendars, a difference that may connect its inscription with an earlier, pre-Sui Dynasty calendar (and that period of time). This difference, along with the use of "combined characters" and the general structure of the inscriptions themselves-both the initial, formulaic-narrative description and the prayer-like entreaty passage consisting of four-character phrases that follows-suggests a date for the Stone Guanyin approximating that given in its inscription, namely 581. As it appears the Stone Guanyin and Iron Buddha were created separately by two brothers to honor their deceased Father, it would be only natural to assume both pieces, dated the same, were created at the same time. Of course, the inscriptions on the Iron Buddha and Stone Guanyin are not exactly the same. Though the general structure of the Iron Buddha inscription as seen in Figure 11 is much like the initial, formulaic-narrative description found on the Stone Guanyin (Figure 10 ), it omits any reference to a dedicatee and the associated prayer-like entreaty passage (Note 57). In addition, the measure word used for the Iron Buddha, zun, is different. In fact, this measure word was one not found in the inscriptions on any of the other icons listed in Jin Shen's work (see Table 7 ). Even stranger are the dates found in the inscriptions for both the Stone Guanyin and the Iron Buddha, specifically the use of two dates, the 17 th day of the third month and the 1 st day of the fourth month (note 58). In the 94 different dates found on the 132 pieces of sculpture from Jin Shen's Picture-Record of Buddhist Sculpture of Past Dynasties that were looked at by this author only one other inscription lists two such dates, and that seems to have been a misreading (Note 59). It is assumed that the earlier of these two dates represents the day the pieces were commissioned, the later date the day they were dedicated, but why all the other pieces of sculpture this author looked at failed to be so exact is puzzling. Apparently, it was simply not a common practice to list both dates when writing inscriptions, though some might want to suggest that not listing both dates would be only commonsensical. After all, could one know for certain when commissioning an icon exactly when it would be dedicated (Note 60)? Which would then perhaps even lead them to speculate that this proves the inscription on the Stone Guanyin was engraved on that piece after it was dedicated. But can the same be said of the Iron Buddha? As the inscription was put on the Iron Buddha when it was created, following the same logic, that would be possible only if one assumed the Iron Buddha was commissioned and created after it was dedicated, and that does not make sense.
The Final Word on the Iron Buddha
Questions remain, for sure, about the origins and nature of the Iron Buddha, as one might expect with any piece of old sculpture. Nevertheless, there seems to be more than enough evidence to conclude the Iron Buddha was, in fact, a product of the early Sui Dynasty, evidence that includes its Stage 3 style, the specific features that define it, and the content of its inscription. All of which make it a rare piece, indeed, because as such it stands as a reminder of a larger story, one that was being played out during the Northern & Southern Dynasties period, when Chinese social order and the Confucian ideology supporting it declined, to be replaced in many areas by the growing www.ccsenet.org/ach Asian Culture and History Vol. 10, No. 1; 2018 influence of Daoism and Buddhism. Within such a transformation, in fact reflective of the new dynamic, we are able to discover the tale of two filial sons, still following the centuries-long Confucian tradition of honoring their deceased Father, but doing so now within the context of a Buddhist worldview, one in which they also wish him freedom from pain and re-birth in a better place.
